
 

 
 
 
 

 
CLASS BERNOULLI INFORMATION 

 

Welcome to an exhilarating new academic year at Cambridge Gardens Public School! I am thrilled to be your 
child's teacher in Class Bernoulli. I'm Mr Burke and have been classroom teacher at Cambridge Gardens Public 
School for the past 3 years. Our class objective is to foster a safe, respectful, and enthusiastic learning 
environment, ensuring a delightful educational journey. 
 
This year, our school has embraced a theme of naming classes after distinguished mathematicians. Our class will 
be Class Bernoulli, a Year 5 class. Daniel Bernoulli was a Swiss mathematician and physicist and was one of the 
many prominent mathematicians in the Bernoulli family from Basel. He is particularly remembered for his 
applications of mathematics to mechanics, especially fluid mechanics, and for his pioneering work in probability 
and statistics. Drawing inspiration from his achievements, we aim to set and pursue challenging personal 
learning goals, constantly expanding our knowledge across all subjects. 
 
Classrooms can be bustling, demanding punctuality, preparedness, and the right tools for learning. Labeling 
personal belongings ensures they aren't lost. We are committed to consistently producing work of which we can 
be proud. Your child's workbooks will be sent home soon; kindly cover them with the provided paper book cover 
and return them promptly for daily use. We are hoping that Bernoulli class, can be the first to return all books 
covered. 
 
To facilitate our journey, a variety of engaging learning activities are planned. I am eager to witness the progress 
each student in Class Bernoulli will make across all learning areas this year. It's crucial that your child starts each 
day well-rested and nourished, so please ensure they get a good night's sleep, have breakfast, a fruit break, 
water, and a healthy lunch. 
 
I extend a warm welcome to Class Bernoulli and eagerly anticipate a fantastic year of learning and fun with all 
of you! Should you have any questions or concerns, feel free to contact the school office to arrange a chat or 
phone call. 
 
Warmest regards, 
 

Mr Matthew Burke 
Classroom Teacher – Class Bernoulli 

 


